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Abstract 
A plaintext related image blocking encryption algorithm is proposed in this paper, which includes 

two kinds of operations on inner-block confusion and inter-block diffusion. Firstly, a float-point lookup table 
need to be generated by iterating chaotic system with the secret keys as the initial values and parameters; 
Secondly, choose one of the entries in the look-up table according to the pixel value derived from the 
plain-image as initial value of chaotic system, and iterate it to produce one secret code sequence for inner-
block confusion; Thirdly, by using one pixel value of the former block to locate another entry in the look-up 
table, which to be employed as the new initial value of the chaotic system, iterate it to yield another secret 
code sequence for inter-block diffusion; Finally, through two rounds of the block-by-block processes, the 
plain-image will be transformed into the cipher-image. The simulation results show that the proposed 
method has good characters, such as large key space, fast encryption speed, strong key sensitivity, and 
high security against the brute-force attack and the chosen plaintext attack, etc. 
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1. Introduction 
A great deal of research on chaotic system based image encryption technology has 

sprung up since 1989 [1-9] and several of them have been challenged since 2003. For example, 
the encryption algorithms proposed in [4-6] have been crypt-analyzed in [7-9] by using chosen 
plaintext attack or other attack methods. In these research works, the main reason for low 
security is that the secret code streams used to encrypt the plain-image are only relied on the 
secret key but bear no relation to the plain-image. Aware of this deficiency, an encryption 
scheme which uses the size of plain-image as part of secret keys was proposed [10], but this 
method has defect in against time attack; Another scheme introduced the hash code of plain-
image as part of the secret keys [11]. It has high security but needs an extra private secret 
channel to transmit the hash code which increases the burden of communication. 

Recently, Zhang et al. proposed an image encryption method based on total shuffling 
scheme [12]. This method is characterized in that the secret code stream used in encryption is 
not only associated with the key, but also the plain image. However, the first secret code in [12] 
is independent of plain image, and that make it is not safe enough to resist the chosen plaintext 
attack, this is pointed out and crypt-analyzed in [13]. Eslami et al. suggested an improved 
algorithm [14] over these shortcomings described in [13]. Two major improvements of it are to 
use previous cipher image pixels to execute “add modulus and xor” operations instead of plain 
image pixels, and to enlarge the iteration times of chaotic system in every round. That made the 
image encryption scheme proposed in [12] was higher security against the chosen plaintext 
attacks but slower the encryption speed as the cost. Similar to the scheme of [12], some plain 
image related image encryption methods were proposed [15-16], in which the information of 
plain image was used to determine the parameters and iteration times of the chaotic map. 

More recently, Ahmed A. Abd El-Latif et al. presented a plain-image related image 
encryption scheme called BES-w/r/b, where ‘BES’ meant block encryption scheme, ‘w’ 
represented the number of bits in each pixel, ‘r’ indicated the number of rounds, and ‘b’ was the 
key length (in bytes) [17]. In this scheme, the four one-dimensional chaotic systems are used to 
encrypt the plain image, block by block. The shortness of this scheme is that the encryption 
speed will be very slow when the value of ‘r’ is large. Interestingly, Ahmed A. Abd El-Latif et al. 
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seemed to have discovered the deficiency, and only gave the simulation results for BES-32/2/16 
(r=2). But even with r=2, the speed of encryption is less optimistic and slower compared to the 
other four encryption schemes tabulated in [17]. 

In 2012, we suggested a plain image related image encryption method with two levels 
of secret keys [18]. This scheme can withdraw the existing passive attacks effectively, but the 
encryption speed need to be further improved. On the basis of these researches, a new chaotic 
system based image encryption method is proposed in this paper. Section 2 describes the 
chaotic system and the detailed image encryption scheme for this method. Section 3 provides 
some simulation results by using MATLAB to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed 
method. Section 4 discusses the security performance of the proposed scheme center on the 
secret key space, statistical properties of the cipher image, NPCI and UACI, information 
entropy, and resisting chosen plaintext attack, etc. 
 
 
2. Proposed Encryption Scheme 
2.1. Used Chaotic System 

The triangular map of discrete form shown in (1) is employed in the proposed scheme, 
wherein, a and b are its parameters. When the values of a and b belong to the interval [3.57, 
4.00], Eq. (1) has chaotic attractor, and the state values of xn and yn range in (0,1) [19]. 

 
1         
1

 (1) 

 
2.2. Basic Principle of Encryption 

The basic principle of the proposed encryption scheme is shown in Figure 1. Firstly, the 
secret key is regarded as the initial values and the parameters of the chaotic map. Iterate the 
chaotic system to obtain a floating-point form of look-up table (size of 256 entries) and two 
pseudo-random numbers which will be used as the initial values of the chaotic system. Iterate 
the chaotic system to generate the secret code streams for the first block of the plain image and 
yield the first block of the cipher image; Secondly, after obtaining the cipher image block n-1, 
two new random numbers are generated by continuing iterating the chaotic map, and are 
transformed into integers to locate the pixel in block n of the plain image. The value of the pixel 
is used to search the look-up table for the entry with corresponding value, and the entry’s 
content serves as the new initial values of the chaotic map which is iterated to generate the 
random numbers for encrypting the plain image block n; Thirdly, the random numbers generated 
in the previous step are employed to encrypt the plain image block n to produce the cipher 
image block n, which will be cycled by 2 rounds. Finally, the whole encryption process is cycled 
by 2 rounds from the plain image by the secret key transforming to the cipher image, and the 
decryption process is the reverse of the encryption one. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Basic principle diagram of encryption scheme 
 
 

2.3. Encryption Scheme 
Encryption scheme encrypts the plain image into the noise-like cipher image, and 

therein the plain image and the secret key are inputs, while the cipher image and the encryption 
time are outputs. The detailed steps are as follows: 
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(1) Given the secret key K={k1, k2, k3, k4}, 0<ki<1, i=1, 2, 3, 4, the parameters of Eq. (1) 
are a=3.57+0.43×k1, b=3.57+0.43×k2, and its initial values are x0=k3, y0=k4. Then, iterate Eq. (1) 
to generate a sequence {(xi,yi),i=1,2,…,132}, wherein, {(xi,yi),i=1,2,…,128} is used as the look-
up table (named by LT) of size 256, in which each entry is noted by ei, i=0,1,2,…,255, satisfying 
e2i-2=xi, e2i-1=yi, i=1,2,…,128. 

(2) Suppose that the grayscale plain image P is of size m=M×N. Divide P into u= /16  
blocks, wherein  represents the smallest integer value of not less than x (thereinafter the 
same meaning). Each block contains 16 pixels, and if the last block has less than 16 pixels, the 
block should be padded to 16 pixels with zeros. Denote each block by Pi, i=0,1,…,u-1, and 
Pi=pi,0pi,1pi,2,…,pi,15, then pij represents the value of the j-th pixel in the i-th block, i=0,1,…,u-1, 
j=0,1,2,…,15. Therefore, the plain image P=P0,P1,…,Pu-1. 

(3) Transform (x129,y129) into two integers k1 and l1 by using k1= 10  mod 16 and 
l1= 10  mod 256, then locate the k1-th pixel in the block P0, whose value is , . Let 

,  mod 256, then locate the d1-th entry in the LT, whose value is . And refresh 
x129 with x129=(former x129+ ) mod 1. 

(4) Use values of (x129,y129) as the initial values of Eq. (1), and iterate the chaotic map to 
generate 9 pairs of values, denoted by ( , , , ), i=0,1,2,…,8, wherein the former eight pairs of 

values are arranged into a vector, denoted by h0, h1, h2,..., h15, satisfying h0= , , h1= , , h2= , , 

…, h15= , . Each hi is converted into the integer gi with formulation gi= 10  mod 256, 
i=0,1,2,…,15, and the later are used to do “add and modulus” operations with the 15 pixels of 
block P0 (except the k1-th position of pixel , ) by using the following formula. 

 

, ,  mod 256                                                                                            

, , ,  mod 256, 1 1                                                

, ,                                                                                                                          

,     ,         ,      mod 256

, , ,  mod 256,    2 15                                           

 (2) 

 
Therefore, the so-called block Q0＝q0,0q0,1q0,2…q0,15 is obtained. 
(5) Convert (x130, y130) into two integers k2 and l2 by using k2= 10  mod 16 and 

l2= 10  mod 256. If k1=k2, then k2=(k2+1) mod 16. Then locate the k2-th pixel in the block 
Q0, whose value is , . Let d2=( , +l2) mod 256, then locate the d2-th entry in the LT, whose 
value is . And refresh x130 with x130=(former x130+ ) mod 1. 

(6) The values of (x130, y130) are used as the initial values of Eq. (1) and, iterate the 
chaotic map to generate 9 pairs of values, denoted by  ( , , , ), i=0,1,2,…,8, wherein the 
former eight pairs of values are arranged into a vector, denoted by w0, w1, ..., w15, satisfying 
w0= , , w1= , , w2= , , …, w15= , . Each wi is converted into the integer vi with formulation 
vi= 10  mod 256, i=0,1,2,…,15, and the later are used to do “add and modulus” operations 
with the 15 pixels of block Q0 (except the k2-th position of pixel , ) by using the following 
formula. 

 

, ,  mod 256                                                                                      

, , ,  mod 256, 14 1                                              

, ,                                                                                                                         

,     ,         ,      mod 256

, , ,  mod 256,    2 0                                               

 (3) 

 
Therefore, the so-called block R0＝r0,0,r0,1,r0,2,...,r0,15 is obtained. 
(7) Derive integer l3 from ,  by using l3= , 10  mod 256, and let d3=(q0,15+l3) mod 

256, locate the d3-th entry in the LT, whose value is . Refresh  ,  with  ,  =(former ,  + 

) mod 1, then use the values of ( , , , ) as the initial values of Eq. (1), and iterate the 
chaotic map once to generate a pair of state values as new (x129,y129).  
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(8) Derive an integer l4 from ,  by using l4= , 10  mod 256, and let d4=(r0,0+l4) 
mod 256, then locate the d4-th entry in the LT, whose value is . Refresh ,  with , =(former  

, + ) mod 1, then the values of ( , , , ) are used as the initial values of Eq. (1), and 
iterate the chaotic map once to generate a pair of state values as new (x130, y130). 

(9) Replace P0 with P1, and repeat steps (3-6) to obtain the encryption block R1 of the 
plain image block P1. Then repeat steps (7-8) to produce new iterative initial values (x129, y129) 
and (x130, y130). 

(10) Repeat steps (7-9) for u-2 times, and replace P0 with Pi (i=2,3,...,u-1) in step (9) 
every time,  sequentially to produce the encryption block Ri (i=2,3,...,u-1) for block Pi. 

(11) Let R=Ru-1,Ru-2,...,R1,R0, substitute P with R, also replace (x129, y129) and (x130, y130) 
with (x131, y131) and (x132, y132), respectively. Then repeat steps (3-10) to get the final cipher image 
C＝C0,C1,...,Cu-1. 

Decryption scheme is the inverse of the encryption scheme, wherein the inputs are the 
cipher image and the identical secret key, and the outputs are the original plain image and the 
decryption time. 

 
 

3. Simulate Results 
A large number of experiments are carried successfully with the proposed scheme. The 

followings are the results of encrypting the images (Lena and Baboon) as examples, as shown 
in Figure 2. The secret keys used are {0.9767， ， ，0.8834 0.7834 0.3401}, and the corresponding 
parameters and the initial values of Eq. (1) are a=3.989981, b=3.949862, x0=0.7834, y0=0.3401. 
From Figure 2, we can see that the cipher images are visually noise-like, and the decrypted 
images are identical to the original images. 
 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

 
(f) 

 
Figure 2. The results of Lena and Baboon. (a) Plain image; (b) Cipher image of (a); 
(c) Decrypted image; (d) Plain image; (e) Cipher image of (d); (f) Decrypted image. 

 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
Figure 3. Histograms of Lena and Baboon. (a) Histogram of Figure 2a; 

(b) Histogram of Figure 2b; (c) Histogram of Figure 2d; (d) Histogram of Figure 2e. 
 

 
4. Security Performance Analysis 
4.1. Key Space 

Secret keys {k1, k2, k3, k4} range in (0,1), where, k1, k2 and k3 are correct to 14 decimal 
places, while k4 is correct to 13 decimal places, so the size of the key space is approximately 
1055 (equivalent to the key of 183-bit binary numbers). Meanwhile the look-up table of length 
256 can be regarded as the equivalent key against differential attack, and each of the entries is 
correct to 14 decimal numbers, so the size of the equivalent key space is about 103584. 
Therefore the size of the key space is large enough to confront the brute-force attacks.  
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4.2. Histogram 
Take the histograms of the images of Lena and Baboon as examples, shown in Figure 

3. From Figure 3, it can be seen that the histogram of the cipher image is completely different 
from that of the plain image. Meanwhile the histogram of the cipher image is flat and close to the 
histogram of the noise-like image, which can resist the statistical attacks effectively. 
 
4.3. Correlation Analysis 

Take the images of Lena and Baboon as examples to calculate the horizontal, vertical 
and diagonal correlation coefficients [3], and tabulate them in Table 1. Here illustrate only 
horizontal correlations of Lena and its cipher image in Figure 4 to save space. T=10000 in both 
Table 1 and Figure 4. From Figure 4 and Table 1, it can be seen that the adjacent pixels in plain 
image are highly relevant, while the adjacent pixels in cipher image are nearly irrelevant. 

 
 

Table 1. Correlation coefficients 
 Horizontal Vertical Diagonal Horizontal Vertical Diagonal 

Lena (Fig.2a-b) 0.9720 0.9846 0.9624 －0.0127 0.0024 0.0032 
Baboon (Fig. 2d-e) 0.8685 0.7719 0.7235 －0.0090 －0.0069 0.0115 

 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 4. Horizontal correlations of Lena and its cipher image. 

(a) Horizontal correlation of Figure 2a; (b) Horizontal correlation of Figure 2b. 
 
 
4.4. Encryption Speed 

The machine used is equipped with Intel I5 M460 processor, 2GB memory and 
MATLAB 7. 1000 pieces of images (all of size 512×512) were chosen to execute the proposed 
scheme. The average encryption or decryption speeds are 0.3776 and 0.3772 seconds 
separately. Under the same conditions, the average encryption and decryption speeds are 
about 1.5646 and 0.7433 seconds separately in [2], which are even faster than the conventional 
AES. So the proposed is much faster and can be used in the practical communication. 
 
4.5. Information Entropy 

As well known, the theoretical value of information entropy for 8-bit random image is 
exactly 8. However the entropy values of Lena and Baboon are about 7.4451 and 7.3583, 
respectively. The entropy values of their cipher images illustrated in Figure 2b and 2d are about 
7.9992 and 7.9993, respectively, which are close to the theoretical value of 8. Therefore there is 
no information leakage in the cipher image. 

 
4.6. Key Sensitivity 
4.6.1. Theoretical Values of Sensitivity Indicators 

The three indicators NPCR, UACI and NMSE are used to demonstrate the key 
sensitivity of the proposed scheme [3]. Supposing that the cipher images C1 and C2 (both of size 
M×N) are obtained by encrypting  same plain image with two secret keys of only 1-bit different, 
or encrypting two plain images of only 1-pixel different with the same key. Introduce a matrix D 
of size M×N. If C1(i,j)=C2(i,j), then D(i,j)=0, else D(i,j)=1. The NPCR, UACI and NMSE are 
defined as follows. 
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NPCR
∑ ∑ ,

100% (4) 

 

UACI ∑ ∑
| , , |

100% (5) 

 

NMSE
∑ ∑ , ,

∑ ∑ ,
100% (6) 

 
(1) Theoretical value of NPCR between two random noise images 
As for two random images of 8-bit grayscale, the probability distribution is 
 

,
0, , , , 1/256       

1, , , , 1 1/256
 (7) 

 

Therefore the expected value of NPCR is E NPCR 99.6094%. 

(2) Theoretical value of UACI between two random noise images 
As for two random images of 8-bit grayscale, the expected valued of UACI is 
 

E UACI E ∑
| , , |

, 100% E ∑ | , , |,  (8) 

 
The values and frequencies of C1(i,j)-C2(i,j) are tabulated in Table 2. 

 
 

Table 2. Values and frequencies of C1(i,j)-C2(i,j) 
Value -255 -254 -253 … -2 -1 0 1 2 … 253 254 255 

Frequency 1 2 3 … 254 255 256 255 254 … 3 2 1 

 
 
So |C1(i,j)-C2(i,j)| is expected to be [2×(255×1+254×2+253×3+...+2×254+1×255) + 

0×256] / (256×256) = 5592320/65536. Therefore, E[UACI] = 5592320/65536/255 = 257/768 ≈ 
33.4635%. 

(3) Theoretical value of NMSE between two random noise images 
As for two random images C1 and C2 of 8-bit grayscale, the expected valued of UACI is 
 

E NMSE
E C C

E C

E C E C 2E C ∙ C

var C E C

2E C 2 E C

var C E C

2
var C

var C E C

2

1
E C
var C

2

1
255 0 /2
255 0 /12

1

2
50% 

 
(4) Theoretical value of NPCR between a random image and a deterministic image 
As for 8-bit grayscale images, the expected value of NPCR is the same as the case with 

two random images. Therefore, E NPCR 99.6094%. 

(5) Theoretical value of UACI between a random image and a deterministic image 
The values of UACI are different for specific images. For examples, the value of UACI 

between Lena and random image is 28.6242%, while the value of UACI between Baboon and 
random image is 27.8472%. 

(6) Theoretical value of NMSE between a random image and a deterministic image 
The values of NMSE are different for specific images. For examples, the value of NMSE 

between Lena and random image is 35.6210%, while the value of NMSE between Baboon and 
random image is 33.2810%. 
 
4.6.2. Key Sensitivity Analysis 

Take the images Lena and Baboon of 8-bit grayscale as examples to calculate the 
NPCR, UACI and NMSE indicators with four situations: 
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For encryption: (1) Generate two set of cipher images from the same plain image with 
two set of secret keys. For the two set of secret keys, randomly select 1000 values range from 0 
to 1 as k1 for one set of the secret key, but keep keys {k2, k3, k4} always are {0.7329, 0.5712, 
0.8320}, we get 1000 secret keys as one set of them. Keep the value of keys {k2, k3, k4}, but 
change each k1 value with 10-14, we get the other set of secret key, then calculate the average, 
minimum and maximum values of NPCR, UACI and NMSE between the obtained two set of 
cipher images; (2) Same as method 1, but keep keys {k1, k3, k4} as {0.2789, 0.7904, 0.3321}, 
while make the 1000 k2 different as the k1 in method 1; (3) Same as method 1, but keep keys 
{k1, k2, k4} as {0.7739, 0.3015, 0.4848}, while make the 1000 k3 different as the k1 in method 1; 
(4) Same as method 1, but keep keys {k1, k2, k3} as {0.4908, 0.6583, 0.4989}, while make the 
1000 k4 changed with 10-13. These results are tabulated in Table 3 and 4. 

For decryption: (1) Generate one set of cipher images from a plain image with a set of 
secret keys. For the secret keys, randomly select 1000 values range from 0 to 1 as k1, but keep 
keys {k2, k3, k4} always are{0.7329, 0.5712, 0.8320} to get the set of secret keys. Keep the value 
of keys {k2, k3, k4}, but change each k1 value with 10-14, we get the other set of secret keys. 
Then decrypt the set of cipher images with the correct secret keys, and the secret keys in the 
other set of secret keys. This way, we get two set of decrypted images. Then calculate the 
average, minimum and maximum values of NPCR, UACI and NMSE between the obtained two 
set of decrypted images; (2) Same as method 1, but keep keys {k1, k3, k4} as {0.2789, 0.7904, 
0.3321}, while make the 1000 k2 different as the k1 in method 1; (3) Same as method 1, but 
keep keys {k1, k2, k4} as {0.7739, 0.3015, 0.4848}, while make the 1000 k3 different as the k1 in 
method 1; (4) Same as method 1, but keep keys {k1, k2, k3} as {0.4908, 0.6583, 0.4989}, while 
make the 1000 k4 changed with 10-13. These results are tabulated in Table 5 and 6, where the 
values in bracket are theoretical values. 

 
 

Table 3. Key sensitivity analysis of Lena image (for encryption) 

 
NPCR(99.6094%) UACI(33.4635%) NMSE(50%) 

max mean min max mean min max mean min 
k1 99.6559 99.6092 99.5731 33.6058 33.4638 33.3210 50.7289 50.2989 49.9027 
k2 99.6502 99.6090 99.5701 33.6324 33.4614 33.2935 50.7511 50.2985 49.6817 
k3 99.6536 99.6092 99.5693 33.5859 33.4617 33.3383 50.7271 50.2911 49.8652 
k4 99.6521 99.6093 99.5682 33.6388 33.4636 33.3043 50.7431 50.2938 49.8573 

 
 

Table 4. Key sensitivity analysis of Baboon image (for encryption) 

 
NPCR(99.6094%) UACI(33.4635%) NMSE(50%) 

max mean min max mean min max mean min 
k1 99.6441 99.6087 99.5644 33.6439 33.4643 33.3170 50.7530 50.2962 49.8735 
k2 99.6498 99.6088 99.5476 33.5983 33.4606 33.3212 50.7171 50.2875 49.8189 
k3 99.6456 99.6095 99.5701 33.6208 33.4632 33.3295 50.7571 50.2884 49.8407 
k4 99.6517 99.6099 99.5686 33.5946 33.4635 33.3216 50.7684 50.2884 49.8407 

 
 

Table 5. Key sensitivity analysis of Lena image (for decryption) 

 
NPCR(99.6094%) UACI(28.6242 %) NMSE(35.6210%) 

max mean min max mean min max mean min 
k1 99.6460 99.6095 99.5674 28.7380 28.6250 28.5041 36.0229 35.7467 35.4594 
k2 99.6456 99.6090 99.5701 28.7455 28.6249 28.4778 35.9800 35.7477 35.4769 
k3 99.6532 99.6103 99.5762 28.7515 28.6256 28.5164 36.0274 35.7497 35.4211 
k4 99.6531 99.6088 99.5674 28.7514 28.6236 28.5075 36.0747 35.7484 35.4883 

Table 6. Key sensitivity analysis of Baboon image (for decryption) 

 
NPCR(99.6094%) UACI(27.8472%) NMSE(33.2810%) 

max mean min max mean min max mean min 
k1 99.6517 99.6095 99.5708 28.0011 27.8744 27.7123 33.6832 33.4115 33.1236 
k2 99.6426 99.6094 99.5693 27.9665 27.8482 27.7419 33.6330 33.4153 33.1394 
k3 99.6609 99.6093 99.5716 27.9511 27.8462 27.7343 33.7258 33.4103 33.1756 
k4 99.6437 99.6094 99.5724 27.9549 27.8476 27.7488 33.6582 33.4110 33.1457 

 
 
From Tables 3-6, it can be deduced that the maximum relative error of NPCR is 

0.06204%, the maximum relative error of UACI is 0.5527%, and the maximum relative error of 
NMSE is 1.5368%, which demonstrate that the proposed scheme has high key sensitivity. 
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4.7. Plain Image Sensitivity and Resisting Chosen Plaintext Attack 
Take the images of Lena, Baboon, all-white and all-black of 8-bit grayscale (of size 512 

× 512) as examples. Experiment on them for 10,000 times. In each experiment, randomly select 
one pixel from one plain image, and plus 1 to the same pixel to get the other plain image, 
encrypt the two plain images with the identical secret key to get two cipher images, then 
compare the calculated NPCR and UACI indicators. The results are tabulated in Table 7. 
 
 

   Table 7. NPCR and UACI indicators for chosen plaintext attack 

 
NPCR(99.6094%) UACI(33.4635%) 

max mean min max mean min 
Lena 99.6563 99.6096 99.5625 33.6176 33.4595 33.2848 

Baboon 99.6521 99.6095 99.5590 33.6166 33.4709 33.3199 
All-black 99.6590 99.6093 99.5647 33.6551 33.4629 33.2909 
All-white 99.6490 99.6090 99.5590 33.6176 33.4483 33.2873 

 
 
From Table 7, it can be calculated that the maximum relative error of NPCR is 

0.05060%, and the maximum relative error of UACI is 0.57256%, which demonstrates that any 
slightly change in the plain images will make the produced cipher images completely different, 
and each pixel’s information in plain image can spread all over the cipher image. Since the 
proposed method being the plain image related algorithm, i.e. different plain images correspond 
to different secret code streams, that makes the proposed scheme can resist the chosen plain 
image attack. 

 
 

5. Conclusion 
This paper suggested the plain image related image encryption method based on image 

blocks. On the one hand a part of the information of plain image is used to confuse the pixels 
within each block, on the other hand the plain image information is employed to make diffusion 
between the adjacent block, so as to achieve the purposed of encrypting original image. The 
entire process does not disrupt the pixel locations, and it just scrambles and diffuses the value 
of each pixel. Simulation results confirm that the proposed scheme has the characteristics of 
high speed, large key space, high key sensitivity, and well resisting differential attack and 
chosen plain image attack, etc. So the proposed scheme can be used in practical 
communications. 
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